REACHING NEW POSSIBILITIES THROUGH INNOVATIVE PROGRAMS AND PARTNERSHIPS

2019 ANNUAL REPORT
Wow, what a year!

Smiles, tears, excitement, heartfelt stories, innovation, relief and appreciation are all words that remind us of 2019. As we reflect on the past year, we are grateful for those that support us and enable us to provide programs and services that are so critically important to those impacted by cancer. When cancer strikes, we go to work—whether we are helping a mom tell her children it’s going to be ok, providing a camp experience, putting gas in a car, or putting food on the table for someone that is no longer able to work due to a cancer diagnosis.

We are proud of the work we have done this year and are committed to being the premier resource for educational, emotional, and financial support for low-income cancer patients for years to come. We will be there when our friends and neighbors hear the words “you have cancer”. We will be there when they have to share those words with their family. We will be there to help them live well with cancer. No one should face cancer alone.

We are so grateful for the amazing support we continue to see from our dedicated donors including corporations, local businesses, foundations, individuals and people just like you. As we look ahead to 2020 and beyond, we are exploring new ways to lessen the financial burden of those facing cancer. We will leverage the strength of our current emergency assistance and emotional support programs as we challenge ourselves to help in broader and more impactful ways.

Thank you for allowing us the opportunity to serve this wonderful community. I hope you enjoy our 2019 in review.

With Gratitude,

David M. Becker
President & CEO

Cindy Chandler
Chair of the Board
Supported 128 different cancer diagnoses

Served 80 counties

Disbursed the following:

- Educational, Emotional and Social Support
  - 53 program events
  - 1552 program attendees
  - 86 new families

New in 2019:
- 990 AngelPacks distributed through 46 clinic sites
- Medical Play Kits added to AngelPacks

Number of lives touched: 6436

Financial Support:
- 2105 grants awarded
- $882,000 financial grants approved
- 90% financial grants approved

Disbursed the following:

- Medical Play Kits added to AngelPacks

- $273,246 for housing
- $176,100 in fuel gift cards
- $279,410 in food gift cards
- $145,157 for utilities
- $23,000 for phone service

New in 2019: Medical Play Kits added to AngelPacks
Those Who Give

Community Fundraisers

Angel Foundation is fortunate to have a talented group of organizations and individuals who host and raise funds on our behalf in support of our mission to serve adults facing cancer and their families.

$50,000+
- Ames for Angel
- Hope in Motion

$25,000 – $49,999
- Suds and Survivors
- Swing Back at Cancer
- Tri 4 Your Cure

$10,000 – $24,999
- Bearpath Golfs for a Cure
- Big Futures Hockey Tournament

$5,000 – $9,999
- Chocoholic Frolic
- Think Bank 12 Days of Christmas Giving

$1,000 – $4,999
- BreastFest
- Carmine Jack Blue Leather Initiative
- Fleur De Junk Birthday Party
- Frostbite Volleyball Tournament
- Great Northern Holiday Party
- Mall of America Pond Fund
- Minnesota Lynx Cancer Night
- Notes of Hope
- NXC Imaging
- Pearson’s Candy Co.
- Pickleball vs. Cancer
- Robinson Cares Campaign
- SFM Employee Fund
- Strike Out Cancer
- Valley Community Food Co-Op Register Roundup
- Viking Electric Jeans Day
- Wendy’s Warriors

Minnesota Lynx Cancer Night

Suds and Survivors

Angels Gala

Ames for Angel

Hope in Motion
Corporate Partners

We are grateful to be part of a community of generous companies and local businesses who chose to partner with Angel Foundation in 2019.

$50,000+
- Ameriprise Financial
- Ames Construction
- Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota
- Minnesota Oncology

$25,000 - $49,999
- Midwest Radiology
- SEMA Construction

$10,000 - $24,999
- AbbVie
- Allina Health Systems
- Cobb Streckeck Dunphy & Zimmermann
- Fairview Health Services
- Hayden-Murphy Equipment Company
- Incyte Corporation
- JNBA Financial Advisors
- McKesson Corporation
- Optum
- Suburban Imaging
- US Bank

$5,000 - $9,999
- Bremer Bank
- Bristol-Myers Squibb Company
- Celgene Corporation
- Cerstone Products Company
- CliftonLarsonAllen
- Consulting Radiologists
- Feldmann Imports
- Genentech
- HealthPartners
- Landspec Realty
- MidCountry Bank
- Minneapolis Radiation Oncology
- Minnesota Society of Clinical Oncology
- Radiation Therapy Center at Fairview Southdale
- TESARO
- Zinpro Performance Minerals

$1,000 - $4,999
- Accredited Investors Wealth Management*
- American Engineering Testing
- AmeriCom
- AstraZeneca
- BeiGene USA
- Birchwood Financial Partners
- Burnsville Toyota
- Castle Rock Bank
- CCI Surety
- CieloStar
- Colon & Rectal Surgery Associates
- Compeer Financial
- Edina Realty Home Services
- Eisai
- Federated Insurance Company
- Fredrikson & Byron
- GetiWireless
- Great Clips
- Home Federal Savings Bank
- Imagine IT
- Inver Grove Honda
- Kemps
- Key Cadillac
- Krueger Dairy
- Lifescan Minnesota
- Lockton Companies
- M. A. Mortenson Company
- Matt Saxe Chevrolet Buick
- Merck Oncology
- Mille Lacs Corporate Ventures
- Minnesota Valley Electric Trust
- Moss & Barnett
- North American Banking Company
- North Central Stampings & Manufacturing
- NovaCare Outpatient Rehabilitation
- Nuss Truck & Equipment
- Nuss Truck Group, Inc.
- Pharmacyscics
- Philip James Wealth Management
- RBC Wealth Management
- RDO Equipment Company
- Ridgeview Medical Center
- Ritchie Bros Auctioneers
- Robert Half
- The Scott Petinga Group
- SeaChange Print Innovations
- Stifel
- Stonebridge Capital Advisors
- TCF Bank
- Terracon Consultants
- TimCo Construction
- TS Willis
- Vandersall Financial Group
- Vermillion State Bank
- Wells Fargo
- Ziegler CAT

When someone receives a cancer diagnosis, their family does too. Angel Foundation meets these families where they’re at, providing resources and a community of support. I wholeheartedly support this mission and am so proud that AbbVie supports it too.

— Kate Birrenkott
Community Organizations and Foundations

Angel Foundation was awarded grants from these generous philanthropic organizations and foundations in 2019. We are incredibly appreciative to all our grantors for their generous support and commitment to our mission.

$25,000 – $49,999
- The Richard M. Schulze Family Foundation
- Acorn Foundation
- Allianz Life Insurance Company
- Fred C. and Katherine B. Andersen Foundation
- Bame Foundation
- William and Connie Carroll Endowment Fund
- Colon Cancer Coalition
- Fridley Lions Club
- Humor to Fight the Tumor Foundation
- Robert & Alice Strobel Foundation
- WCA Foundation

$10,000 – $24,999
- BNSF Railway Foundation
- Burns Family Foundation
- The Cade Foundation
- CarVal Investors Foundation
- Columns Resource Group Foundation
- Leonette M. and Fred T. Lanners Foundation
- C.H. Robinson Worldwide Foundation
- TEGNA Foundation/KARE 11

$5,000 – $9,999
- BNSF Railway Foundation
- Burns Family Foundation
- The Cade Foundation
- CarVal Investors Foundation
- Columns Resource Group Foundation
- Leonette M. and Fred T. Lanners Foundation
- C.H. Robinson Worldwide Foundation
- TEGNA Foundation/KARE 11

$25,000+
- The Richard M. Schulze Family Foundation
- Acorn Foundation
- Allianz Life Insurance Company
- Fred C. and Katherine B. Andersen Foundation
- Bame Foundation
- William and Connie Carroll Endowment Fund
- Colon Cancer Coalition
- Fridley Lions Club
- Humor to Fight the Tumor Foundation
- Robert & Alice Strobel Foundation
- WCA Foundation

$10,000 – $24,999
- Dayton Lions Club
- Delta Pilots Charitable Fund
- Rosendo and Charlotte Elizondo Charitable Foundation
- The Janice Gardner Foundation
- Hanover Lions
- Helios Foundation
- IFOE Local 49
- Lake Elmo Jaycees
- Louis L. Manes Foundation
- Minneapolis Area Association of REALTORS Foundation
- Northwest Area Jaycees
- Prior Lake Lions Club
- Rorke Family Foundation
- St. Louis Park Community and Youth Development Fund
- Sonnentag Foundation
- Waconda Baseball Association

$5,000 – $9,999
- 13:16 Fund
- John and Sharon Ames
- Raymond Ames
- Jason and Erin Brass
- Kathy Burns
- Cynthia and Brad Chandler
- Nick and Allison Checco
- The Cook Family Fund
- Fern and Shawn Dahl
- Dennis and David Delude-Nafus
- Dr. Richard and Jean Diaz
- Kristen and Tony Farnsworth
- Dave and Cristy Fine
- Howard and Vicki Groff
- Chuck and Cindy Halstenson
- Michael and Holli Johander
- David B. Johnson Family Foundation

$2,500 – $4,999
- Tony and Ann Andersen
- Dr. Jeffrey and Theresa Barkmeier
- Tom and Kay Becken
- David and Julie Becker
- Dr. Stuart and Carolyn Bloom
- Michael Buttry and Susie Burke
- Mike and Jobe Crowley
- Rick Dagenais Fund
- Heather Dorsey
- Jason and Kelly Dvorak
- Dr. Todd Elftmann and Susan Erickson
- Dr. Thomas and Helen Flynn
- Molly and Michael Gantz
- Todd and Susan Goderst
- Bob and Yvonne Herzan
- H. Vic and Mary Holec
- Joan Humes and James Molnar
- Dean and Julie Jakubowicz
- Shua Xiong

$1,000 – $2,499
- Pamela Akerstrom and Daniel Elder
- Dr. Uzma Ali and Arif Abbas
- Matt and Susie Allen
- Julia Anderson
- Daniel Anderson
- Dr. Cheryl Bailey and Daniel Humes
- Thor Becken
- Brian and Karen Behm
- Dr. Ellen Bellairs and Alfred Wagner
- Dr. Rajini Katipamula-Malisetti and Sagar Malisetti
- Richard Kaung and Annie Tan
- Jih-Han and Kathy Liu
- Jon Mahrt
- Amy Manolis and Richard Thompson
- Dr. Brian and Kristin Maxwell
- Bill Mehus
- Michel Family Trust
- James Molnar
- Yvette and Dave Mullen
- Drs. Jessica Thomes Pepin and Scott Pepin
- Anna Phillips
- Brendan and Renee Reardon
- Troy and Sonja Savage
- Matt Saxe
- Dr. Doug Sborov and Erica Marino
- Joel and Caitlin Scattarelli
- Drs. John Schwerkoske and Linda Knapp
- Barbara Telandar
- Paul Thurmes and William McClaren Fund
- Webber Family Giving Fund
- Dan Weninger and Chance Wagoner
- Wooldridge Charitable Foundation

Individuals

Without the support of our generous community members who believe passionately in our mission, Angel Foundation could not continue our important work.

$25,000+
- Lisa and Richard Erickson
- Dr. Mark and Margie Sborov

$10,000 – $24,999
- Dr. Thomas Amatruda
- Al and Fayette Ames Fund
- Ronald and Debbie Ames
- Curt E. Arvidson
- Kim and Richard Brown
- Dr. Catherine Casey and Edward Kadletz
- James and Michelle Gray
- Kelly and Jeff Grosklags
- Dr. Robert and Justine Haselow
- Dawn and Paul Kessler Fund
- Maudlin Family Fund
- Vince and Ann O’Brien Family Foundation
- Brian Oestreich
- Peter and Claire Family Giving Fund
- Tom and Tracy Rheineck
- Daniel and Michelle Ritch

$5,000 – $9,999
- 13:16 Fund
- Raymond Ames
- Jason and Erin Brass
- Kathy Burns
- Cynthia and Brad Chandler
- Nick and Allison Checco
- The Cook Family Fund
- Fern and Shawn Dahl
- Dennis and David Delude-Nafus
- Dr. Richard and Jean Diaz
- Kristen and Tony Farnsworth
- Dave and Cristy Fine
- Howard and Vicki Groff
- Chuck and Cindy Halstenson
- Michael and Holli Johander
- David B. Johnson Family Foundation

Lillehei Family Charitable Foundation
Llewellyn Family Charitable Fund
Rick and Marcia Lund
John and Betsy McIntyre
Harriet Sutton Norgren
Jenny and Bridget Quimet
Steve and Anna Phillips
Dr. Steven Rousey and Diane MacMillan
Mary Safar
Sorringeur Family Fund
James and Judith Shoulak
Elliott and Tonia Smith
Dr. Annie Tan and Richard Kaung
Barbara Thorndike
Jack Whetsel Foundation

$2,500 – $4,999
- Tony and Ann Andersen
- Dr. Jeffrey and Theresa Barkmeier
- Tom and Kay Becken
- David and Julie Becker
- Dr. Stuart and Carolyn Bloom
- Michael Buttry and Susie Burke
- Mike and Jobe Crowley
- Rick Dagenais Fund
- Heather Dorsey
- Jason and Kelly Dvorak
- Dr. Todd Elftmann and Susan Erickson
- Dr. Thomas and Helen Flynn
- Molly and Michael Gantz
- Todd and Susan Goderst
- Bob and Yvonne Herzan
- H. Vic and Mary Holec
- Joan Humes and James Molnar
- Dean and Julie Jakubowicz
- Shua Xiong

$1,000 – $2,499
- Pamela Akerstrom and Daniel Elder
- Dr. Uzma Ali and Arif Abbas
- Matt and Susie Allen
- Julia Anderson
- Daniel Anderson
- Dr. Cheryl Bailey and Daniel Humes
- Thor Becken
- Brian and Karen Behm
- Dr. Ellen Bellairs and Alfred Wagner
- Dr. Rajini Katipamula-Malisetti and Sagar Malisetti
- Richard Kaung and Annie Tan
- Jih-Han and Kathy Liu
- Jon Mahrt
- Amy Manolis and Richard Thompson
- Dr. Brian and Kristin Maxwell
- Bill Mehus
- Michel Family Trust
- James Molnar
- Yvette and Dave Mullen
- Drs. Jessica Thomes Pepin and Scott Pepin
- Anna Phillips
- Brendan and Renee Reardon
- Troy and Sonja Savage
- Matt Saxe
- Dr. Doug Sborov and Erica Marino
- Joel and Caitlin Scattarelli
- Drs. John Schwerkoske and Linda Knapp
- Barbara Telandar
- Paul Thurmes and William McClaren Fund
- Webber Family Giving Fund
- Dan Weninger and Chance Wagoner
- Wooldridge Charitable Foundation
- Shua Xiong

Thank you for being a light in the midst of all the darkness we are facing right now as a family.

#LivesWeTouch
Blessed as we are, we are grateful that Angel Foundation shares the blessings of compassion and help when cancer strikes.

— The Maudlins
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$500 – $999  
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2019 ANNUAL REPORT
Angel Foundation would also like to thank all our supporters who either gave anonymously or contributed less than the amounts listed in this report. Every gift was critical to the delivery of our programs. In the interest of conserving financial and environmental resources, their names do not appear in this annual report.

We would also like to thank all who designate Angel Foundation in their employer’s United Way or other workplace giving campaigns. Additionally, we are grateful to all who attended our events, shared our message with others or supported Angel in any way. You are all important and help us provide quality programming for adults and families in our community who are facing cancer.

We make every effort to acknowledge our generous donors. Please accept our sincere apology and contact us if your name was inadvertently omitted.

Thank you for being part of the Angel Community.
In Memoriam

We were honored to receive gifts made in memory of the following individuals.

Susie Alger
Karen Ames
Christy Ann Bach
Karen Battams
Jason “J.J.” Becker
Debbie Betzold
Jim Beutelspacher
Vicki D. Bielke
Sean Boeckmann
Kenneth Boyum
David E. Breid
Larry Brewer
Mel Burstein
Timothy Ross Carter
Cyndi Caughron
Harvey Chargo
Daniel Clausen
Michael Cochran
Penny Leafman
Jason J. Dahl
Deb DeFries
Steve DiBenedetto
Todd DiMartini
Kathy Dircz
Joseph Dixon
Marlene Dolan
Olga Draskoci-Johnson
Daniel D. Erickson
Kenneth J. Ferk
Carl W. Fogelberg
Dr. Matthew Gall
Carol Garrison
Jan Graves
Lynn Gravett-Acker
Jim Hanrahan
Doug Harden
Madonna Hawthorne
June Henderson
Terry L. Herman
Jerome Herzog
Nancy E. Hippe
Mary Humbert
Michael Jacko
Nancy Jackson
Tricia Droske Jacobson
Donald Earl Jenkins
Craig “Louie” Jensen
Dr. Paul Joern
Robert Leslie Johander
David Johnson
Elaine Johnson
Timothy Jones
Laurie Kahler
Deborah Morse Kahn
MaryLou Keenan
Geraldine Kiley
Amy Koland
Ruth Kraus
Jon Kristian
Paul Lambrecht
Ge V. Lee
Rueben Lee
Taylor Nicolle Borkon
Lieber
René Litecky
Dane London
Terry Looby
Ellis Lynne
Patricia “Patty” Maas
Shannon Maas
Rodney Magsam
Rodney Martin
Victoria Weis Mason
Daniel “Dan” Carl
Mathisen
Leigh Mayer
Jeanna McDermott
Donna D. McGarry
Mark McManus
Lori Melton
Harlan Meyer
Jim Moore
Tom Moore
Wanda Moss
Gina Myrile
Raymond Nagle
Daniel L. Nelso
Susan A. Nelsen
Ronald “Ron” Nelson
Raymond Neumann
Jim Newstrom
Nancy Kay Norling
Brett Olson
Susan Otteson
Greg Perkey
C. Kent Peterson
Patricia Ann Peterson
Audrey Phillips
Jan Pomero
Katy Priest
Barbara Ratner
Richard Reyelts
Betsy Leslie Reynolds
Bill Rieckhoff
Katie Robertson
Robert Thomas Rorem
Cecile Delpit Rousseau
Rob Sage
Avni Sahgal
John H. Sarafolean
Lynn M. Sax
Billi Jean Schell
Robert Schmidt
Tracy A. Schmidt
Ruth M. Seltz
Paul Serber
Bill Shaeffer
Ruth Spar
Frank Anders
Staffenson
Judy Steffes
Denise Ann Stewart
Mary Stirm
Erika Kristine
Stirmeman
Steve Sundquist
Paul Tanick
Barbara A. Thoraldson
Irene Thurn
Marlys Toogood
Richard Trombley
Christine “Chrissy” Tschida
Diane Van Valkenburg
Betty VandenBurg
John Wanless
Robert Weber
Dr. Marty Weisberg
James Welt
Dr. Harold Wexler
Robert Wiersma
Donald Williams
Gennis Arlene
Williams
The father of Sarah
Wilson
Daryl Zimmer

Cancer is so horrible and the journey through treatment has had its ups and downs. Your foundation has given us peace of mind and allowed us to focus on healing.

#LivesWeTouch
Angel Development Committee
Courtney Anderson
Kristen Farnsworth
Lisa Horgeshimer, Co-chair
Tami Klimpel
Colleen Geisler McGillis
Betsy Michel
Bouch Nessar
Jane Patterson
Margie Sborov, Co-chair

Young Professionals Council
Renee Anderson
Tyler Christensen
Brendon Cullen
Bethany Davidson
Jay Dienst
Kristen Farnsworth, Board liaison
Calvin Freed
Lexi Holsten, President
Jessica Kramar, Vice-President
Ashley MacHolda
JP Paulus

Gifts in Honor

Janae Adams
Marlene Adams
Shannon Aubert
Chelby Augello
Josh and Susan Bautch
Beth Berg
Lisa Berglund
Craig and Erica Bibeau
Christine Boys
Doris Braegelmann
Nicole Butler
Wesley Byers
Tashya Capen
Jane Carlson
Jeff Carlson
Leah Carlson
Rick Carter
Gabriel Ceman
Timothy Clark
Tari Cliff
Wendy Crawford
Marilyn Davern
Nick Degen
Dr. Philip Dien
Britt Dougall
Robyn Enyart
Joe Feldmann
Matt Gantz
Molly Gantz
Esther Gfrerer
Julie Knutson
Gleason
Cris Grassel
Kelly Grosklags
Judy Haas
Sharon Harrison
Rhonda Hastings
Daniel Haugan
Leah Hegg
Patti Henry
Erica Hess
Allison Hood
Sarah Jax
Bruce Johansson
Amber Johnson

You gave my husband peace to know you were there when he couldn’t provide for us any more. You gave me one less thing to worry about.

#LivesWeTouch

Board of Directors

Cathy Casey, MD
Cindy Chandler, Vice-Chair
Mary C. Cook, Secretary
Kristen Farnsworth
Chris Ferreira
Molly Gantz
Dawn M. Kessler, Chair
Amanda Knutson

Shelly Lucas
Yvette Mullen
S. Vincent O’Brien
Tom Rheineck
Margie Sborov, Founder
Dan Weninger, Treasurer
David Becker

Jackie Levin
Karen Libke
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Rebecca Martin
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Dr. Warren McGuire
Connie Meyer
Betsy Michel
Becky Mittelstaedt
Marisue Mueller
Yvette Muller
Robert Nicholas
Janeece Oatman
Michele O’Brien
Sandy and Shel Olken
Erik Olson
Patrick Olson
Peg O’Shaughnessy

Amanda Palm
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Robert Peterson
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Steve Pipkin
Joni Pohl
Jean’na Post
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Kristin Rasmussen
Reagan
Brendan Reardon
Liam Reardon
Heidi Reichow
Yana Reko
Tom Rheineck
Benita C. Ritchie
Terri Robinson
Robert Roche
Mari Ruddy
Laura Rydberg
Brian Samec
Dr. Mark and Margie Sborov
Cole Scattarelli
Kathy Schmitt
Sally Schoeben
Dennis Seifert
Becky Tukua and
Tony Selliris
Kevan Sheehy
Hal Shillingstad
Holly Shuldehaisz
Wendy Silverman
Sigel
Avina Singh
Jane Steck
Lindsay Sullivan
Penny Tallakson and
Rita Joy
Ken Thompson
Paul Thorsgaard
Paul Thurnes
Scott Tower
Linh Veire
Samantha Vollmer
and Audrey Hauser
Chance Wagoner
Janelle Wallace
Beth Waiser
Patricia Welch
Daniel Weninger
Lorna Werner
Kris and Tim West
Andrea Wetteland
Michelle M. White
Lindsey Whiting
Michele Wofse
Katrina Young-Harry
2019 Operating Costs

Public Support and Revenue
- Contributions: $1,482,434
- Special Events, net: $664,810
- In Kind: $179,834
- Other Income: $348,704
- Total: $2,675,782

Expenses
- Programs & Services*: $1,765,611
- Administration: $316,352
- Fundraising: $211,617
- Total: $2,293,580

Net Assets
- Change in Net Assets: $382,202
- Net Assets, beginning: $2,821,387
- Net Assets, ending: $3,203,589

Total Assets: $3,607,412
Total Liabilities: $403,823
Total Net Assets: $3,203,589
Total Liabilities & Net Assets: $3,607,412

* Program Expense Breakdown
- Emergency Financial Assistance: $1,234,124
- Facing Cancer Together: $531,487
- Total: $1,765,611
LOOKING AHEAD

We constantly strive to find new ways to reach, engage and impact local cancer patients and their families. As we look ahead, we’re exploring potential new services, partners and technologies that could help us serve those needing financial, educational, social and emotional support. Your partnership will ensure a strong future for Angel Foundation and our community.

Through an innovative and integrated approach of financial assistance, education and support, Angel Foundation helps adults with cancer and their families so that they may live life well with stability, strength and resilience.